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JURYMAN ON WAY
WHEN WIFE DIES
Another Recess Taken in the
Thaw Case Until Next
Monday
YOUNG

Nosnrr

18 PROTESTING.

0

Not Willing to Take Stand and Refute Slater's Statement Unless
She Is Unmolested.

EVANS

4

4
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REPUBLICANS.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 14.—
date is set for June 26. Mass
The Republican state convention
county convention will be held
June 22. Senator Bennett was
, elected secretary of the state
committee.
OYSTERS FATAL.
Kansas City, Feb. 14.—Bradford Hibbard Cox, the evangelist, died last night from ptomaine poisoning as the result of
eating oysters.
INCREASE FREIGHT.
Chicago, Feb. 14.—The railroads of the country are preparing to make it general increase
in freight rates, which will
bring them several hundred millions of revenue annually.

TESTLMONY.

New York, Feb. 14.—(2 o'clock.)
—Mrs. Joseph Bolton, wife of juror.
No. 11 in the Thaw trial, is dead.
She passed away before her husband
reached home, after
leaving the
court bui'ding. As soon as the news
of her death reached the court house
Assistant District Attorney Garvan
announced when court convened at
2 o'clock it would adjourn until next
Monday.
Howard Nesbit, brother of Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, has had a tilt with District Attorney Jerome. He balked
flatly on the proposition of going on
the stand to defend the memory of
Stanford White and break down the
evidence of his sister. The refusal of
Jerome to promise that Neebit's site
ter will not be prosecuted forprjury
is said to be the cause of the break.
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CAPTAIN COWARDLY.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 14.—
Art the shock caused by the sinking of the steamer Larchmont,
from which only 19 of almost
200 persons aboard, escaped, an
indictment is shaping against
Captain George McVey, who left
the ship in the first boat. As
the survivors gather strength to
tell their stories evidence against
the captain grows and cowardice
is openly charged.
TREATED LIKE MEN.
London, Feb. 14.—Refusing
to pay fines hir participating in
yesterday's attempt by a mob
of a hundred men to storm the
house of commons, many women
suffragist today were sent to
jail. The prisoners defied the
magistrate and declared themselves rejoiced to become mar.
tyrs in so good a cause.

AS ONE SLEEPING
END COMES GENTLY

10.CENTS PER WEEK

A BUNCH OF LEMONS.
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Mrs. Bertie F. Campbell Succumbs to Illness
Surrounded By Mother and Child
and Relatives She Breathes
Her Last Today.

ST. VALENTINE DAY
BRINGS BIG RUSH

I)

Wig LEMON'
,Aeor toznitheiet.,

More Fancy Cards Sold Than
Ever Before in Paducah

oivem
j
i for 71"0"41e

Choice Runs From Beautiful to Ridiculous but High Pricey
Are Paid..

SIrrilfied lieno7toRs
I.S.
goverriete 7- 7,

POPULAR WOMAN PASSES AWAY

Fyn Atoll/It 4''
a
Tociera
Mrs. Bertle Fowler Campbell died
today at 3:15 o'clock after a brief
illness of complications followins
congestion of the brain.
A slight attack of grip preceded
the illness, but no alarm was felt
until she became unconscious late
Monday afternoon.
Her physicians
made a heroic tight and she was
aroused from 'her unconsciousness,on
yesterday and Everyone felt greatly
encouraged. Complications
arose,
though, last night, and she rapidly
became worse, and
all hope was
abandoned.
Never has a more untversal sorrow
been manifested throughout the city
than during Mrs. Campbell's illness,
and even those who loved her best
have felt they had never realized her
wide popularity. All the social functions announced for the week were
called in as soon as 'her Illness became known.

14)ST

CARD

IS
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LEMON!
Sympathy with childhood lost in
the increase of years can be renewed
easily enough by a visit to the valentine counters of the book stores and
5 and 14t cent stores. Here the children have gathered with more enthusiasm this year than ever before,
and in such increased, numbers that
St. Valentine's day, which heretofore
has been only a transient flurry between Christmas and Fourth of Ju:y,
for the novelty stores catering to the
youthful fancy, stands forth as a dirs.
tinct feature of store management.
Few persons realize the extent -to
Which valentines are sold in Paducah. More noise certainly is made on
the Fourth of July than on St. Valentine's day, but it is equally certain
that more money is - not spent for
fireworks than is spent for the caricatures and emblems of love. With
prices ranging from $10 each to six
for five cents, the sales this year
have not only been greater. absolutely from the increase in population, but have been much
heavier
relatively.
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prominent families in Paducah, her
Yesterday Afternoon.
circle of kin is a wide one and she
had made her friendship circle even
The Thaw trial yesterday was limMUST FILE LIST.
more extended.
ited to the afternoon session of less
Boston, Feb. 14.—As the outThere is one distinctly new feature
than two 'hours duration, the morning
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made out because the meeting
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, the Paducah camps will give
be more In the nature of a conven- Neb.,
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ter, Va., where
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all
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"I sold
STILL HANGS 'ROUND.
camp since last summer, and $150 worth
the place of meeting by the Kentuc
of valentines alone, yeeof the trial.
- gates are to be elected to represe
Chicago, Feb. 14.—With the
Mrs. Campbell was an only daughnt
will
work
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er to make the meet- terday. The sentiment
ky lodge men and every effort to the
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body of an unidentified suicide
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g
in
blocking the end of the intake
Norfolk, Va., In the order.
ducah. Of more than usual attractive
stages of life. The tendency In my
asked to state what he knew of the
pipe, the by-products mill of the
personality and magnetism she was
trade is toward the fancy and higher
mental condition of Jahn Ross, first
oil plant is shut down today and
from earliest girlhood a social favorprice valentines, and the poet cards
cousin of Harry Thaw.
300 workmen are out of work.
ite, and the beautiful, gracious
are going well."
Jerome objected to the question on
All efforts to reach the laxly and
young matron lost none of the girl's
the ground that the relationship was
In the poet cards, the Outeault
draw it out of the pipe are unpopularity and charm. She was mardrawin
too remote to permit the drawing of
gs are popular; but a new artsuccessful. It is believed divers
ried in October 1891 to Mr. John P.
ist has appeared this yeas'. Kather
deductions as to'hereditary insanity.
will be necessary and it may be
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Campbell, of HopkInsvIlle, and for a
Gassaway, whose studies of child.-life,
Both questions and the witness were
several days before the body is
brief time made her home In that
caricaturing men and women, are
withdrawn temporarily.
removed. The
place, but returning to Paducah has
map
Jumped
C. E. Jennings, Henry Leonard
the finest work ever open in the city.
into the riven after being unable
Evans detailed the results of his
Broken
and rust-eaten, a lock has
lived here ever since.
Fire, suppotsd to have been of in- The
and Armour Gardner, appraisers of
subjects are elever and the exeto secure employwent at the
been
various examinaticrns and physical
found
which
is
believe
d
to
While prominent in all the social the personal estate
have cendiary origin, destroyed an enorm- cution
is faultless. These are in seof V, Rohkopf, been the one
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tests in his visit to the defendant,
used on the front door ous barn and all its
life of her home Mrs. Campbell
contents on Joe ries and customers have
has agreed on a valuation of the estate of
been 80 carfollowing the tragedy. He declared
the old Wilmington jail, the first Wurth's
not been content with this but has this afternoon.
form in Mayfield "bottoms," ried away
Their valuation ar- jail in
with
them
that they
there was depression in Thaw's head
OH, MEner!
McCracken county. The relic 12 miles from
ever taken a vivid interest In things rived at after an invento
Paduca
h on the May- bought in the whole series
ry yesterday was dug up
at one
Lebanon, Ky., Feb. 14.—The
of the most unusual character, but
on the site of the old field road, at 8 o'clock
of a more serious import. A devote and today, plares
this morning. time.
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the estate at $58,- Wilmington
Marion county grand jury rewas unable to state its significance
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In the comics, today is the
hie contAnned ducah and is
turned an indictment
because he had never seen anything
day
now on display at the dollar's and Wurth
against
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telegraphed
has Illness has postponed examination in New
to a-hen it is not necessary to be In the
one Cincinnati and three Louislike it before, Evans also cited other
Richmond house. It is a geed Eddyvi:le for
bloodh
ounds.
court.
public eye to be caricatured. Humor
ville nevispaperm for publishing
peculiarities about Thaw.
sized lock with a big key-hole and
Wurth's Gam contained a loft full Is predom
(Continued on Page Five.)
inant in the comic valenalleged "offensive and indecent
for many years was the bar to lib- of hay,
1.50 barrels of corn
tines, yet the. choice and treatment
four
PADUCAH LUMBER CO. IS
proceeding*" of the Thaw trial
erty for all McCracken county's crim- horses. a cow,
two buggies and some are so wide
that It is always possiINCORPORATED TODAY. inals In the early day!
The law provides punishment by
Of the Pur- farming implements. Wurth
went ble to get one which pointedly exagfine and imprisonment.
chase. Wilmington was situated only to work
early this morning in the gerate the recipie
nt's foibles. nabArticles of incorporation of the a few miles out of Paducah and was "bottoms."
orate In gilt and silver and design,
GRAIN MARKET.
Paducah Lumber company were filed at that time the county seat. It was
The family- saw fire dart out of the the more serious valentines,
the ones
Cincinnati, Feb. 14.—Wreat,
this morning in county court. The the first county seat McCracken ever
barn eaves about 7:30 o'clock and in s-hioh more truly represent
the sent i80; corn, 47 1-2; oats, 44 1-2.
capital. Mock is fixed at $16;00') di- bad and was the center of life for the
almost an, instant the big
wooden ntent of lhe day, are being bought
vided into 3241 shares of *50 each, county in those days.
structure was a masts of seething in greeter quantities and
Washington, II. C., Feb. 14.—The
of higher
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MIL CRAHEN PROMOTED,
waiting instead of the 'Squire If they
anything. Nothing was insured.
St. Valentine's 'day comes as an
in the negotiations looking to an
Fooks, Paducah, 20; J. H. and W. I).
Is Proposition of Count Itagaki of sitould get the Dick
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Japan.
tropolis this morning, a man named
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Chicago, Feb. 14.—A special to Creamer and a maid,
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5
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each.
The
Rogers, of Fancy Farm, remained on
dent has acted in the capacity of an
This afternoon the board of county makes the mail,' today and indeed
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Intermediary for the mikado.* govlyusunese In McCracken county.
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Pretest
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PADUCAH WOODMEN OF THE WORLD ARE PREPARING TO
ENTERTAIN DELEGATES TO THE KENTUCKY HEAD CAMP

REHOPF ESTATE RUSTY JAIL LOCK JOE MTH'S BARN
VALUE IS $68,000 RECALLS HISTORY BURNS TO GROUND
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CIRKentucky PLUCKY WOMAN I

"CYCLONE" laLOOD CLEANER,
-ammo
For those readers of this'paper who have any form of blood
EXTINt.t laHES
VIEW, REVOKE
disorders,
who want new rich
DEPARTMENT ARRIVES.
blood and plenty of it, try this
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Fluid Extract Dandelion, oneThursday night, Standard
Opera i
half °awe; Compound
Company hi "The Bohemian Girl."'
Kar- •
E.ngagement of the
Miss Lillie Norvell, of =It South
gun, one ounce; Compound SyrSaturday Matinee and Night-"TraFourth Street, Climbs Ladder
up Sarsaparilla three ounces.
cey, The Outlaw."
to Roof.
Shake well in a bottle and
take in teaspoonful .doses after
lE',cc I letit Standard Opera.
each meal and at bedtime. Any
With an augmented orchestra,
good prescription pharmacy can
which brought out all the hidden
Standing with one foot on
the
supply the ingredients at sanall
beauties of the score, and a company
top of a shaky ladder, the other on
emit.
of singing principals and chorus that
the shingled roof, Miss Lillie Norvell,
This is the prescription which
Imet all the exacting requirements of
of 221 South Fourth street, fought
when made up is called the"Vegthe opera, the Standard Opera comAnd the Original Company
a fire at 6:15 o'clock this morning,
etable Treatment:" by others,
pany, beaded by Cecil De 'tale, sang
succeeding
putting
in
it
before
out
40.
Chorus
of
and
the "Cyclone
Wood Purifier."
"Martha"
in a manner last night,
company,
Fire
No. 1, could arrive
It certainly does wonders for
that has rarely been heard from any
from its station, less, than two
some people who are sickly,
iitging organization in Paducah in
blocks away. Miss Norvell -enjoyed
Thureday, Feb. 14,
weak and out of sorts, and is
recent years. The company is a strong
the admiration of the firemen and
known to relieve serious, imigone viewed from
any point, and
others who witnessed her parcky acstanding cases of rheumatism
scenically and every other way the
tion
and chronic backache quickly.
revivals Of the old standard operas
Miss Norvell is bookkeeper at EnaPrices 25c, 35c, 30e. 75c, $1, $1.50
Make some up and try it.
are given in rare style. The company
lert & Bryant's grocery and lives
•
carries five extra people for the orwith her mother. This morning she
chestra and its own piano besides
was called from her house by an
the cast and chorus. Tonight the
lar+ows..."....•-•ao4s,•...•4.7•4•7•411.0...o, %
a:arm of fire. The roof was ablaze
same company will close its engagenear the flue. Miss Norvell saw she
ment with "
- The Bohemlan Girl," a
had to act at once, and leaving othstill
more amBitious undertaking. It
ers to turn in a fire alarm, she grabhas been a long while since a Pabed ap buckets and a ladder and pro-.
IMerillii.oweiblOkRo414641411.4,
4%IMO04,4.11.
ducah
audience has listened to
ceeded to save her borne.
Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls,"
River Stages.
Cairo
28.e 1.6 fall and "Heart Bowed Down," sung in
HEADACHES
AND
NEURALGIA
Chattanooga
5.9 0.3 fah the true dramatic spirit.
FROM COLDS.
LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine, the Cincinnati
20.6
0.-5 rise
Big Scenic production of
world wide Cold and Grip remedy re- Evansville
"Tracy the Outlaw."
18.9 1.3 fall
moves cause. Call for full name.
the Life Drama
One of the most successful westFlorence
5..5
fall
0.3
Look for signature E. W. GROVE.
Johnsonville
1.'0.4 0.6 Vall ern melodramas from a box office
25c.
Lou isv I Ile
7.6 '.1.2 fall standpoint is "Tracy the Outlaw,"
POR SALE-Five room reskience, Mt. Carmel
6.4 0.0 st'd which will be seen at The Kentucky
bath, closets, 'wintry, private sewer- Naahville
11.9 03 fail Saturday matinee and evening, Febage in house, hot and cold watea Pittsburg
3.3 9.0 st'd ruary 16. The piety is founded on the
life and exploits of Harry Tracy. the
poreclain bath, two porches, three Davis Island Dam-Missing.
cabinet mantles, hardwood finish, lot St. Louis
10.1? 1.0 rise Oregon outlaw, whose adventures It,
the great northwest were matters of
fronting 100 feet on Broadway and Mt. Vernou-MissIng.
running back 185 feet to 20 foot al- Paducah
21.4 1.7 fall widespread interest some years. ago.
Very few ;nen have ever attained the
locality in the West
Strong dramatic company. Icy
' VerY choice
End, $3,500. 41.--4a Hollins, True.
A glanceat the expanse of wharf notoriety that Tracy has received,
Beautiful scenic and electri- heart Bldg. Telephone 127.
on the river front now with the recol- and he 'is placed even above Jesse
specialClever
effects-.
lection that water covered it up to James and other noted bandits as a
cal
FOR SALE-- Good
investment the 46 mark and clear across to Illi- men possessed of blind daring and
ties.
property. Can rent for IRO per nois, %via give some
idea of the 'vol- misguided courage to an exceptional
month. Price
Two room house ume of water required
to make the extent. Very little shooting wile be
PRICES-Matinee, be for chilon Hampton avenue, lot 40x130. Can river rise. The
as it Is
river is about half heard in this produation
adults; night- be rented fat per month by expendidren and 25c for.
as big as it was ten days ago. The deemed offensive to many people.
25c, 35e, 50c and 7:w.
ture of $200 additional. H. C. Hol- fall in the Last 24 hours
was 1.7, the
Seats on sale Friday 9 a. m.
lins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127, stage being at 21.4. Business
Harry Beresford.
at the
Harry Beresford, the star of "The
wha.rf is fair,
FOR SALE-Cottage of 4 rooms
.FOR SALE--Attractive cottage of
Forty tons of small package Woman Hater," tells a new baby
five rooms, wind stone steps, brick and reception haL
Three ()thee freight delayed the arrival of
the story that is worth preserving.
walk aronnd house, shade trees, good rooms can he constructed in ;le story. Peters Lee
"With a friend," said Mr. Beresat Memphis untit today.
grates with ehinineys of brick built Situated on lot 40x170, good neigh-*The Peters
Lee probably will leave ford, "I went to inspect a new baby.
from ground, water in kitchen and borhood in Mechanicsburg, $1,200. Memphis this
evening for Cincinnati. The proud father and mother were
yard, lot 40x10.3 to 10 foot alley, H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Tele- The Georgia
Lee should have left also on parade. 'Do you know' rebutgirr heuxe, coal bowie, stable, etc. phone 127.
Cincinnati a'esterday for Memphis. It marked the moLlier, 'L think that baPrice $1,500. Call telephone 127. H.
will be Sunday before either arriveit by has his father's hair.'
C. Hollins, Real 'Estate, Trueheart
It is easy to mistake a resolution here.
"'Don't doubt it in the least.' reBuilding.
for a reform.
From now on, navigation of steam- sponded our mutual friend. 'His fathboats until May I will be difficult er certainly bona get It.'"
Mr. Beresford comes to the Kensod frequently dangerous from the
winds. All last night and today the tucky theater Wednesday. February
winds on the river delayed steam- 20.
boats. Some of the srnaaer craft
"The CollegalilVidow."
were afraid to ventwre -out in the
Many inquiries at the Kentucky
river, the Fannie Wallace not being
able to operate because the crew re- theater reflect a keen interest In the
fused to go out into the turbulent engagement of, George Ade's comeriver. The waves beat on the shone dy, "The College Widow," which will
like they do when a big steamer pees- present its first performance at this
es and the chopped up waves would theater on February 22. The play
have imperiled
the •stnala
boats. has won a most enviable reputation
March winds, so distasteful on shore all over the country and is one of the
are doubly troublesome on the rivers, best examples of clean, witty and inwhere they have a clear SWV/31).
tensely ieteresting humorous proThe I nverness was expected to ar- ductions.
rive from Naaheille today with ties
for the Ayer-Lord Tie company,
The March Smart Set,
J. E. Derry went out on the MemArthur Stringer, whose work In
phis last night as third clerk.
recent years has grown in strength
W. V. green Is out on the road and importance, is the author
of the
seeing the trade for the IL A. Fetter novel Which
opens the March numSupply company
ber of The Smart Set. It is a love stoThe Dick Fowler pulled out for ry of absorbing
interest, entitled
cairo ibis morning on time and will "Creeping Rails,"
depicting the pasrettrrn tonight in time to let the offi- sion of a wealthy
woman for a musicers get on the first row for the cian who
,in the end, proves worthy
sbow.
of her love. Mr. Stringer has done no
The Joe Foaler, delayed bathe better piece
of work and this story
winds, arrived a title late today from will win him i
added admirers.
Evanevlyle.
John 0. Nellardt. a new writer
The Kentucky will arrive tonight whose name
Is becoming known
to
or early i nthe Morning from
the magazine readers, is the author of a
Tentless(' river.
ate
very short but powerful story, entiPaarewell, a long flarewell, to the tled "Mlgron."
"The Bashful Elder",
old wharfboat.
by Grace Madlowan Cooke, is a deligbtfully humorous story Of rural
'
°Octal Forecaets.
life: Semmes MacManue contributes
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt. another of hie inimitable high tales,
Vernon van continue falling daring "For His Town's Sake:" and van
the next several days, but at a de- Tassel Stephen, a modern love story.
creaming rate after today. At Padu- Other writers of short fiction are
cah and Cairo will continue failing, Yorke Stevenson Harriet Gaylord.Cebut at a decreasing rate.
ell Carlisle Pangman, Edward Clark
The Tennessee from Florence to Marsh, Walter H. Grogan and May
the mouth will continue falling.
Harris.
The M Joelsal MI from below
The essay is entitled "On Making
St.
Louis to, slightly above Cairo, will Belleve"-a 'paper full of quiet hurise .slowly during the next two or mor, and ranch sound sense, written
three days.
by Arthur Snail/ant Hoffman. Poems
The Wabash at Mt. Oa r mei will of a high order of merit come from
remain nearly stationary or fall slow- such favorite verse-makers as Charly during the retort 24 honest
lotte Becker Edith M. Thomas,John
Vance Cheney, Charles L. O'Donnell,
FOR SALE-Four roo mnouse on Edward Wilbur
Mason and Archilot 24x10.3 to alley, two porchea coal bald Sullivan.
house, etc. Situated on South Fourth
The entire number is one of great
street. Rents
I
r month. Price Interest
1,eadi.r. and the note of variety
IWO. H. C. Ratline,
Trueheart which It strikes will appeal to every
Bldg. Telephone 127.
BOTH PHONES 5414.
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Standard Opera

1907

Company

Cecil DeMelle
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AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA

......

Bohemian Girl

Saturday, Feb. 16
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Styles in

1111

Spring
Headgear
t

06.

DIGNIFIED AND DIFFERENT
FROM ALL

0

•

e

We have a Gas light that rivals the sun in brilliancy. That's the

Inverted Lamp

Ever seen it? For economy and artistic
beauty it cannot be surpassed.

he

Paducah Light

OTHERS

UR showing of Hats for
this Spring surpasses,
by far, all our previous
efforts. By adhering
os
strictly to the correct
modes and the best qualities, we
have built up the largest hat department in Paducah. This has
enabled us to secure agencies for
hats that are regarded pre-eminent for style, and the best to be
had the price.
We ask your attention now to
the Spring Fashions in stiff and
soft hats. We've a shape to become every man at just the price
he wants to pay.
Our representative lines:

Light!
Light!! Light!!
Electric or Gas

At-N

X

SX
YEW YOR1C.

RIVER NEWS

Matinee and Night

174

Power Co.

Knox
$500

Stetson
$4 and $5

Imperial
i$3.00

Purity is in the air
up our way---nothing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.

Ludlow

Beacon

$3.00

$3.00
•

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
s.

Early Times
Jack Beam

Bottled in bond. Oldest
-*Aging:is-sigist-

!"cl
r:

(4
-

C 111set
1 l
a
ig
art a. Tea
.
door to setae for a brisken
. 1.x•k
preyed a weak harrier. to thieves at
Smalls at falleman's grocery, Sixth
anti Finley streets. Thee easily
gained entrance . anti ,a great-4FIR I of
miLallattas goods wei•e taken..

We ileaspapere are snore I11 be fear.
ell that a thousand bayonets." An advertleer iike. title "power of .the
prase" to his profit: and in fighting
his buiiiiiess bettlewjaa finds a eol.
lona of filie more -"elev.:the then

%%Quid be a column of iolcOcre,
•

intirltilDAY, FEBRUARY 14.

SCHMITZ AHEM 1 NEWS OF KENTUCKY FARMER STRUCK
TO ROOT'S PLAN
ON TENNESSEE ST.

Heart Disease

S. .

•• 44,1,11

Pkalt MIFF.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

it caused by sand-like uric acid crysHand (at Off.
froM your blood lodging on the
edgesof your heart-valves so that they
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 14.—Albert
cannot open and close properly. Your
Owen, of near Dublin, met with a
heart-action becomes irregular, be- And Japanese question Seems serious accident at hie mill neer Dub- Wagon and Horses knocked
cause part of your blood leaks back
in Tuesday in which he got hes fin—acting in the same way as water in
About Settled
Back by String of Cars
gers cut off his hand. Mr. Owen was
the leaky valve of a pump—or these
ea work around the saw when he fell
crystalsmay be deposited in the walls of
letting his hand fall under the saw.
the h eart. The heart is slow to give the Patseport Plan With Coolie ExcluRion All the fingers were cut off at- the
George James, of Mayfield Road, Has
di.sease.signal of pain. So, if you
knuckles. Dr. M. W. Rozzell, of this
to Re Acquiesced in By the
Narrow Escape From Serious
feel the least unpleasant sensation in
city, and Dr. W. H. Lester, of DubJape.
Injury,
or about your heart, beware of heart
lin, were called in and dressed the
disease.
Injured member.
There is only one way to clear your
Elopers Frustrated.
system of uric acid and be safe from LAST CONFERENCE ON FRIDAY.
WANT OFTERT TO BROADWAY.
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 14 --Through
it death-dealing effects. You must
.give your blood something that will
the efforts of Chief McNutt and the
dissolve and throw out the uric acid
use of the long distance telephone,
Weshingtoa, Feb. 14.—The Japan- Miss Ella
George James, 22 years old, a
crystals, wherever they may be.
Goat, -the
14-Year-old
LIFE PLANT has this power. ease school controversy is settled in- daughter of Jim Gone a prominent farmer of the Mayfield road, yester141.'E PLANT is Nature's own rem- to far as President Roosevelt, Mayor farmer of howes, was prevented day morning drove on Tennessee
edy for uric acid diseases. And be- Schmitz and the San Francisco from marrying Levi Mangruns, a stieet cecesiag of the Illinois Cencause it is Nature's own remedy, it is board are concerned. An amicable widower aged about 26 years, who tral and collided with a string of
as safe as it is sure. LIFE PLANT adjustment of the question now rests also eivee, in the Lowes section. The box cars being pushed by an engine
gently washes away the uric acid sand with. congress. If the amendment to couple eloped Monday and arrived in half a mile away. His horse and
which irritates and interferes with the linmigradon bill, proposed by Metropolis Tuesday morning.' het wagon were knocked back several
your heart, or any other organ or Secretary Root exeliuding foreigners as they were preparing to apply for yards, and James was hurled from
part of your body. Read what the who' use their passports to secure ad- the marriage license, they were in- aim seat to the street. Fortunately
Hon. D. J. Myers, of Circleville, 0,, miselon to the United States "to the
tercepted by an °Meer and prevented he escaped serious injury turd aside
writes:
detriment of labor conditlons in this from treeing the ntrptiel knot tied. front a few bruises to his horse and a

AVOID ALUM
AN UNSEEN DANGER
INFOOD
TO GUARD *SHIPS against the unseen dangers
the United Staler Government maintains lighthouses.

at sok

To guard your home against the unseen dangers of food products,the Government has enacted a pure food law. The
law compels the manufacturers of baking
powder to print the_ ingredients_ on the
label of each can.

.
Z_

_
The Government has made the label your profecttort-e.,
so that you can avoid alum-- read k carefully, if it clown*
say pure cream of tartar hand it back and

"In regard to your LIFE PLANT I heartily country," is accepted by the senate
endorse it as the bat medicine on the markalls' I and- the house and
the Immigration
invite any sufferer to varit... me for further informabill is passed at this session of contion at Circleville, Ohio."
No matter what ailment you may gness, the San Francisco board of
be suffering from, write your symp- i oducation will rescind, its order estoms fully to I. J. Mizer, M. D., tablishing oriental schools uulessethe
President of the Life Plant Co., Can- Japanese government agrees to a
ton, 0., and he will send you his proposition for separate schools
personal advice, free. Our very val. which will provide equal facilities
uable book—GOOD HEALTH— for Japanese children.
Schmitz Thoroughly Satisfied.
mailed free tct anyone on request.
Mayor Schmitz and his as.sociatee
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0.
itiad a conference with the president
this afternoon and assured Rocaere'A
that the amendment to the immigrateen bill is entirely natisfactory vo
them. Secretary Root participated in
conference and reported on hie negoNEEDS EQUIPMENT FOR NEW tiations with Republican leaders in
congress and the Japanese ambaseaHEADQUARTERS.
dor.

Mangrum has two children. Mr. broken shaft to his wagon. his outfit
Coin, father of the girl was in May- escaped damage.
field Tuesday and said the objection
James did not observe the danger.
he had to the marriage of his daugh- The gates were raised and he heard
ter to Mangrum was her tender age no warring bell, the engine being
double
and that the girl and Mangrum were several baa-ks .avaj. The
cousins,
tracks on the "lead" are always tiled
with box cars and he failed to notice
any were moviug. He was asROYAL Li a pure, cream of tartar baking powder —a pure
that
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
sisted immediately by the crew of the
product of grapes — aids the digestion — adds to the healthPanner—L. W. Keyer, Dayton.0.;
switch engine when the accident was
ful's= of food.
Frank Wooley, New York; J. M. Poreiscovered, and was able to proceed
ter, Clinton; F. T. Broseat, Chicago;
home a short time later.
C. W. Miner, St. Louis: T. A. Jones,
Last night an informal meeting of
Wort/trine; William Vinson, Chicaresidents
of ,the Mayfield road was
go:, F. E. Van Meerbeke, New York:
head of the line. "If thee goes abeazd
Appraisers at Work.
some immediate ac- couptry by President Jackeon.
consider
held
to
H. M, Aitken, New York; J. G. BowEntering the office of the company ; the ebne and selects
stateroom,
Messrs. C, E. Jennings., W. Armour
one declared, "We will at
tion,
and
ers, Kokomo, Ind.;
B. S. James,
Gardner and Henry V. Lehnherd,
once petition the council for relief. in Philadelphia, he said to one of the ;and will pay $1a0, thee may go."
T mi • C
R. Noeman.
clerks In his usual grandiloquent
sppralsers of the estate of E. Reit-There are two courses to pursue:
Chattanooga, Tenn.: J. G. Gates,
manner:
went
theatet
night.'
"I
to
the
lust
km:a
turned their attention to the
opening
the
viaduct
or She
taither
of
Princeton: J. H. Wilkerson, Bow"Sir, I wiale to sea Thomas P.
"And did the play have a happy tannery first when the appraisment
IHuntington Row. The latter can be
While •Mayor Schmitz and the mem ling Green.
enelug?"
began yesterday, and today are takaccomplathed cheaper, because noth- Cope."
Belvedere—R. Engelmenick, Chibora of the &dhow board are still
"On the contrary. My wife lost her ing an inventory of the collar shop.
He was shown Mr. Cote's °Mee.
ing more than grading and graveling
Ensign Taylor Tells What Articles hopeful that Japanese Ambassador cago; G. S. Townsend, New York; A. the street is necessary. This well
"I ant John Randolph, of Roan- rebbere ant I got jabbed with:a hat- cFieeidence property will next be inAoki will agree to separate schools L. ape:Imam, Des Monies, Ia.; E. P.
May Be Contributed to Good
give an outlet from the Maelleld road oke," he said. "I wish to take pass- pin Tight under may left eye."—Wash- spected, bank stook, notes, etc., to be
in California, they stand willing to Lockwood, Chattanooga, Tenn.; A.
of Cause.
appraised last.
to Broadway, and we will not be age to Li veepool in eine of you: ingten Herald.
rescind the order establishing orien- J. Ransom, Buffalo, N. Y.; C. L.Anforced to drive over the two danger- ships."
tal schools and again admit Japan- derson, St. Louis; Leon Jackson, ous Tennessee street crossings:*
You may be sure you are wrong
It takes more than information to
If he expected to be tendered a pass
Memphis Tenn.: Joseph Moorehead.
ese chink/en to, white sebools.
,
work
the
the
when
some men are sure you are
arievously
;
disappoinaed.
transformation
of
;
was
.
he
to
materially
asAnyone desiridg
Schmitz today pointed out to Pres- Natchez, Miss.
right.
"I am Thames Cope," replied the world.
Allowed ,Passage.
sist us in the Salvation Army work ident Roosevelt and Secretary (Root
New Richmond—J. H. Ivittsa New
may donate any Of the following ar- the advantages gained by the Japan- Liberty, Ill.; E. Baynes. Metrqpolls,
One of the most famous of ; Arneriticles: We need two heating stoves eye children If oriental schools are Ill.; T. L. Lawrence, St. Louis: R. can shipping lines In the palmy days
and one cook stove for the headquar- maintained and expressed a willing- M. Weaver New Liberty, Ill.; George Of our marine was tae Cope Line,
ters, 130 Broadway also some chairs ness to give the Japanese equal edu- ,Sawyer, Metropolis, Ili.; J. J. Rea- which ran between Philadelphia and
for the hall. We could use an organ cationee facilities to those given to son Gallatin, Tenn.: Tom Roden, .inverpool, says the author of "MemDIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
in our meetings to goad advantage, white chidaene If the Japanese
H. Cramp." Bsi thle
no 41.03 bottia e'rtairs 24 twee,the vrial stn. which sells for SO awes
any- Rock Castle: Otto Strangle. Evans oirs Of Charles
2222222
OSLO ,T TSS LAISOILATOST OD
and it would be gratefully received. erntuent will agree to this proposi- vale; J. W. Irwin, Manon, Ill.: R. G. line John Randolph, of Roanoke, deGifts may be sent to 130 Broadway, tion the "schinel board will establish Taylor Elizabethtown, III.; W. la Permitted to go 4) Russin, when he
11. C. DelaTITT Se CODEPABIlir. CHICAGO. =IOW
SOLD BY LANG RHOS.
or will be called for if more conveni- a sufficient number of orienteul schoo: Day, 'Wellsville, 31o.
had been appointed minister to that
ent. L. D. Taylor, Ensign, Lock Box houses to accommodate the Japanese
566.
',a.nd will give the children Individual

Say plairdy

BAKING
POWDER

ROYAL

Ii

SALVATION ARMY

•

DYSPEPSIA CURE

instruction.
Final Settlement

•

Friday.

Another conference will be at the
white house Friday and in the meantime President Roosevelt hopes to
give Mayor Schmitz and hie associates
assurance that the immigration bill
Including tine exclusion amendment,
be passed at this session ot congress.
Secretory 100,64: will ascertain the
attitude of the Japanese government
on the proposition for separate
schools and communicate the mayor's
aseurance that the Japanese will not
be discriminated against, but will
have equa4 ealueattonal
advantage
with white children. If the proposition does not meet with Aoki's views
the school board will abolish the oriental schools. The only thing that
will prevent an amicable settlement
on the whole question Friday will be
the unwillingness of congress to pass
the Immigration bill. This, it can
be stated on highest official authorMr. Hertheleon, with Standard Opera
ity, is now the only possible hitch
Kentucky
eeemettia,"*
The
in
Co.,
that can .be encountered In the negoTonight.
tiations.
The amendment, was favorably
agreed upon by conferees of the Renate and house this afternoon and reported to con gresa. The providon
agreed upon is as follows:
"That whenever the president shall
be satisfied that passports issued by
any foreign government to its citizens to go to any country other than
the United States or to any Insular
• Guaranteed Pure Under Pure
Food Act.
'poiseseion of the United States or to
Ithe canal zone are being used for the
; pnrpese of enabling the holders to
For years and yearn horecome to the continental territory of
houud has been the nallede of
the United Sates to the detriment
our grandmothers for coughs.
of the labor conditions therein, the
Horehound
Homestead
Old
president may refuse to permit such
Cough Drops are made accordcitizens of the country issuing sitter
ing to the old-fashioned home
passports to enter the continental
formula—the healing properterritory of the United States from
ties of horehound, combined
such other country or from auch insugar—nothing
pure
with
sular possessions or from the canal
else. Whether you at them
zone.''
beatuse you like the taste or
became you have it cough,
? ? 9?? ? ? ? 9??? 9 ? 9 ? ? 7?
they "hit the spot.- They're
pure. 3 cents roust large bag.
9
'AP-IN-EASE.

Old Homestead
Horehound
Cough Drops

4

•

GILBERT'S
Drug Store
— 4t1/

Hrestiweiv

7 9 7?? 9,7 9 9 9? ? 9 ? 9 9? ? ? ? ?
FOR SALE--Frame residence of
two stork.. on Third street having
In rooms on let 72x187, stable and
9.ther_ollt-houlMat $1
..1291‘4549,
11na. Real Estate, Truabgael 'Bldg.
Telephone 127.

Agent for original A Ilegretti

Candies

When a man Is coesetosit of his
rectitude he is least etynvincIng Is

talking about A
aeteeeeseeea‘....,

loaieiee

CLEAN=UP SALE OF CARPETS AND RUE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Also Many Spzcial Things in Hosiery, Toilet Articles, Dress Goods, Etc.

J

UST at this season of the year when everyone is anxious for a new Carpet or Rug, we offer you one of the

rarest bargains ever offered the people of Paducah. If you are building and will soon need a rug or carpet
come Friday. If you have an old carpet or rug that has become an eye-sore, come down Friday and let us show
you how to save 25 to 40 per cent on a new one. If you have a friend that was talking of buying a carpet or rug
call their attention to the fact that Ogilvie's will save them money Friday and Saturday. ::

Friday
Specials
Hosiery
I case of children's fast
black ribbed hose, light
medium or heavy weight,
a pair that is well worth
25e, Friday and Sat- 15c
urday, per pair,
1 case of ladies. Herniasdort black hose, a goqd 24c
value Filday and Satin:dav,per
i pelt,
15c,two

25c

Children's Waists
1 lot of children's underwaieuti. made of heavy drlli
patented buttons, sizes Ito
15 years worth 15c to lie,
Friday and Saturday, lec
h,

Handkerchiefs
1 toter all-linen henu.titched handkerchiefs, also embroidery cotton
ones

5c

1 lot of ladles' all linen
hemstitched handke rchiefs, also embrold- inn

#0,744011

.

Lang Other &pedal
bargains Friday ani Saturday.

CARPETS

Rugs Rugs
Rugs
Velvet
Brussels
Axminster
These Rugs were made of
"dropped patterns" arid of the
finest grade of carpets. We have
them in all size'; no room too small,
no room too large, and we guarantee a saving of 20 to 25 per ct nt. We will sell rugs that range in
price from $18 to $40 for $12 50 to
$25. Its worth your dine to corn,
and look them cver.

Here are a few things

Friday
Specials

that wall give you an idea
of what we will do Friday

;

•

Toilet Articles

and Saturday :
5 pieces Pure Wool Carpet, our regular nOc grade
1 41 1 00 kind with some people) Friday and Saturday, per yard ...
Made and laid free

*Zee
,
v

5 pieces Brusiels with border. our [en ular 914.: grade,
ith some peo
($11.25 kiied
pie) Friday and Saturday, per yard
Made and laid free.

Just to get you in the
habit of buying toilet articles here, we are going to
give you some special bargains.
These prices are for Friday and Saturday only.•
G"niiine Pears soap,
two cakes for ...........
Genuine MeneenN1
Talcum powder .....

15c
15c

It's so, it's at latilvie,s.
(;e mine Ul idei's Tar soap
'lever
nir less than 25e
1.•••••••NM

a cake, two cakes

25c
Genuine Packer's T
21c
Soap
"Armour's Fine Art"
7c
Soap, per cake

for

Two Very Specials in Dress Goods and Skirts
Friday and Saturday
1 Lot of new light cheek all wool Ores Goods, pist the thing
.•
shades and weaves, at per yard

for sultland skirts, in the latest

50c
98
1 Lot black and colored Dress Skirts in Panama Clothiatest cuts, perfect lit guaranteed; bought to $5

sett fur IS 00. .1ust to introduce you to this departnieut
NOTE—All our skirts are man-tailored, steam plaited and of the latest

Nem V rk rushee).

Armour's Glecenne
3 cakes to a box, per
box
1

1-1b. cake t'Astile
soap.

nit

5c
10c

1 10o can of Talcum
• see--eseesealiease
•

A ad

(Vivie'e
place to
to"eitet article!.

WM FOUL

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

swamumme

the Vabucab Sun. courts
tional.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
recottrou 4TED
F. M. FL-

PreeideaL

In finding laws

unconstitu-

TAKE BUGGY RIDE
AND LOSE MONEY I

TRTReD.VE, FEBFWARY

dellebilaBBSIBBSIBINSE906MaleeeK10614015.

Supposing this to be true, if the
supreme court had a chance tcr pass
on the question of constitutienaliti
each time, and this opinion of the
supreme court was there to guide
the law-makers in drafting a substitute for the defective law, it is altos How J. H. Goodman Inaugurgetter probable that the substitute
ated Visit to Paducah
would be draws so as to pass inspection of the courts and the expeasdve
lobby and the learned counsel would
be put to it for defense of the big Will Martin, His Companion on Trip
Around Town, Is Held to
malefactors.
Grand Jury.
It is much easier to break a law
in the making and be Innocent, than
to break it after it Is made, and be
declared innocent.
HIS BROTHER IS DISMISSED.

Tribulations of a Lecturer.

DilediaietateelvadelialiallaNiellteeee.

(Charles Batted Loomis in ''Success
71. 7. PArroN.
tiui manager.
Magazine.")
INDISCRIPTION JRATElls
ilantsred at the postoiNce at PadaIllik
They don't prociadm a half-hodiclaY
Er., as second class matter.
In every town you visit. I eeuld not
THE DAILY SUN
see that Chicago bushed Its nolse a
By carrier, per week
--.-.I: .Dl
particle when we arrived there, and
By mail, per month, in advents, .25
By mail, per year, in advance.., 2.60
in St.. Louis work went on as usual.
TUE WEEKLY SUN
And as the great cities, so de sonic
ter year, by mall, postage paid...11.00
of the smaller antes. Perhaps, in the
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
ssinie week in %hitt you address the
(Mee. 116 South Third.
Phones III
school children, and you and
your
Payne a Young, Outage sail New
coaleague are battled as great and
fork representatives.
good men, you strike a town where
. THE SUN can be found at the followplaces:
there
no one to receive you, as
R. D. Clements & 011.
Van Culin Bros.
you gladey step from the mixed train
ST. VALENTINE'S DAY.
Palmer House.
ill which you have been stewing for
John 'Wilhelm's.
St. Valentine, whose day is celebrated on February 14, was a priest
Will Martin was held over to the eight mortal .hours, whale it covered
who suffered martyrdom about A. D. grand jury ender a -bond of $3,00, on every foot of rsinety minas. The flags
270. The origin of the peculiar ob- the chitrge of grand lereene this are not flying from the city halt. No
servances that once characterized the morning in police court, and
his procession of beading citizens arid
day is somewhat obscure. The saint brother, lad Martin, was dismissed. school ebildeen in the place.
THURSD4Y, FEBRUARY 14.
You climb into the ramshackle 'bus
himself who was a priest of Rome, Martin is accused of taking nearly
and
are immediately joked over
$300
in
cash,
living
watch
a
In
the third century, "like the
valued at $75,
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
flowers that bloom in the spring tra a pistol and knife from J. H. Good- pavements so bad that you are inJanuary, 1007.
veluntariay reminded of Chicago.
1
3882
380$ la," had nothing to do with the case. man, of Cuba Landing, 'Tenn., yea.
se
Then you mit* a glimpse of a bobIt was the practice
in
ancient terday. He claimed the knife, pistol
3878
17
814'
tailed horse car, exid thest naturaity
389.0
3899 Rome in February, during the feasts and watch were given him by Good18
reminds you of New York. But this
4
3898 they were- drawn by the men as cho- man to keep until the latter got so
3891
19
Plaice is neither the one metropolis
5
3890 of Luperear, to place the names of bee No trace ,,,the money was
3897
21
nor the other.
7
3877 young women in a box from which found on the defendant.
3875
22
Aride just ten times too lone carTwo nights ago J. H. Goodman ar
3844 they were drawn by the men as
3873
23.
up leis ries you to a hotel so unprepossing
9
3882 chance directed. The pastors of the rived In Paducah to look
3854
24
that you think there must be some
25........3804 early Christian church, who endeas- brother, Toni Goodman, a barber of
10
3901
Mechanics
burg.
didHe
not visit his mistake--until. you see -the rival ho11
3837
3846 ored to eradicate the vestiges of pa26
brother
that
night
and
Wednesday tel. Then, unresisting, you enter the
ganism
substitute
the
names
d
12..
of
3826
4299
28
morning
he
started
towards
Meehan- —yes, the Palace Hotel. The Pro14.........3826
29
4239 saints in this lottery instead of. the
icsburg, but stopped several times at prietor, himself, does you the honor
names
women.
of
The
outline
of
the
3808
16
41417
30
saloons. He was found by Martin on to escort you to your room—not be31
4101 ancient ceremonies was preserved
cause there is no beat boy—nor one
1e5,612 modified by adaptation to the Chris- the levee. The two secured a buggy
Total
bell, for the matter of that.
and
began
taking
in
sights,
the
At
tian
system.
Increase
199
Th.e higher you mount the rickety,
the
St. Valentine's death was sad and 3 o'clock yeeterday afternoon
Average for January, 19')7
3912
ellenneaing stairs the lower sink your
stranger
was
deposited
at
brothhis
cruel.
He was first beaten with clubs
Average for January, 1906
3713
spirits, and by the time you have
Personally appeared
before me, and then beheaded. The greater part er's barber shop minus money, watch,
reached the "bridal. chamber," a
pistol
and
Policemen
knife.
arrested
of
his
remains
are preserved in the
this Feb. 1. 1907, E. J. Paxton, gendingy
room, with a keraeene lamp,
Martin
and
the
evidence
required
eral manager of The Sun, who af- church of St. Prayedes, at Rome,
,a small- bed, one chair and e. extehfirms that the above statement of where a gate, now the Porta le: Pa- more than an hour in police court
stand of hideous, cottage furniture
the circulation of The Sun for the polo, was formerly named from him this morning. There was nothing to
show that Ed Martin had anything type, you wonder why Oliver Wendell
month of Jan., 1907, Is true to the Porta Valentini.
Henry Ward Beeether
to do with the matter. Both are Holmes and
best of his knowledge and belief.
ever made it -fashionable to lecture.
How we mortals scheme to avert ship carpenters and well known in
PETER PURYEAR,
You notice that there is no receptacontingencies, that might interfere river circles.
Notary Piratic.
cle for sleepy water, and you follow
with
our
plans.
After
the New York
My commission expires January
the landlord opt into the Irta and say,
court had gone to great 'pains and
22, 19.0a.
in an off-band way, "There's no
VOICE OF THE PEOPLE.
sloe.
put the Thaw jurymen to great inconvenience, in order to prevent a
Daily Thought..
He is not a pleasant tempered man ea-e
mistrial on account of illness or unThe chances are that what you call
at best, and he seatns to think that
due influence, the wife of a jurymen,
, w, Jonee.
Benefactor of His Race.
"hard luck," or "fate" that Is against
you are chuffing him.
of whom the court had taken no
W. W. Jones, 2e years old, of
I being a friend to many and on
you is some weakness, some vicious
"What's that?" he says, erasing
cognisance, fell ill of pneumonia and Deanfleid, a section laborer on the
finding at least ONE who has more
habit, which is counteracting all
moment.
a postponement was necessitated.
Illinois Central, died this morning
your efforts and neeping you down.
"Er—there's no glop pail." Per- brains than money and can say
at 12:3.0 o'clock at the Illinois Cen- haps
truthfully that I have never met a
se-Success
that is what he colds it.
tral railroad hospital of typhoid feTHE DEMOCRATIC DECLINE.
He looks You alt ovir and you feel man his equal for kind acts; in one
The announcement that the Demo- ver. Ile was admitted to the hospital that
BR-EAKIN° LAWS.
you are becoming a flnical, fussy word he is a Jew and has done more
crats in the _Senate wila oppose the on February 9-, and his case was dude.
for his race titian many a man of his
Then he walks slowly to the
Senator Rayner, of Marylatd, opratification of the Santo Domingo eonsidered hopeless from the start. window
followers has done who has money.
that opens on the kitehen
poses the amendment to the federal
treaty until March 4th, when their He was married. His body will be yard.
He hes been in your city for fifteen
I •
criminal procedure, permitting the
or more yeers and every gray hair
numbers will beso reduced that furth- held here pending word from
his
"What's the matter with the wingovernment to appeal questions of
er opposition would be futile, serves wife.
dow?" he stays, and yeti blush that the on his head ought to be honored by
purely legal construction, on the
to impress the fact that the minority
Obvious lives of the window had not many who de or do not know him.
ground that there is too much disparty's strength in Congress has sunk
I as his admirer can say that he is
J. P. Gentry.
occurred to you.
crepancy between the procedures of
one
amongst many, and had he as
below the point of effectiveness. At
J. P. Gentry, 95 years old, probaDiane" in suoh a hotel may prove
the different states and that of the
much money as_he has brains I am
least, that *rill be the case after the bly the oldest
white man in this end to be a pleasant disappointment. It
federal government as to what con
sure that the Jew.ieb twee would not
4th of Mareii. The standing of the of the state
died at Lone Oak yes- will be simple, but if may tie appetizstitutes "jeopardy." Since the only
suffer as they do „now
Senate then will be Cl Republicans terday afternoon
Fatima are very near.
at 5 O'clock of gen- ing.
purpose of the amendment is to get
Peeand 29 Democrats. The Democrats eral debility.
ADMIRER.
He had been ill several haps there win be fresh-laid eggs,
the widely varying opinions of diswill be less than one-third of the months, and
his death was not un- tender chickens nicely broiled, creamy
trict judgee on the constitutionality
Sedate's • memberehip, and can offer expected.
The late Collis P. Huntington opHe had been hale and mashed potatoes, rat yeersow milk-of criminal laws finally passed upon,
no potential opposition to even the hearty
until a few years ago. He why you can put up with the Miser- erated one of the longest railroads
Senator Rayner might be considered
ratification of a treaty that requires leaves several
children, over a dozen able bedroom if the sable is all eight. In the world at the age of 80.
as evincing his respect for the disa two-thirds' vote of the Senate if the grandchildren
You join your confrere at the table.
and several
trict courts by trying to protect the
great
Republicans are united in the affirma- grandchildren.
The funeral will be 'But It does not groan
reputation of the presidlng judges:
with good
One of the beet things out is a
tive.
held this afternoon. The burial will , things. No, it hi you who do the decayed tooth.
or, sire* the government would like
Tiler is the smallest Democratic be in the
Hough graveyard in the groaning. Such wanton spoiling of
to appeal from these aecislons berepresentation In the Senate since the county.
edibles couild only be duplicatedcause they generally are held uncondays of reconstruction, and one of
why. It could only -be dupla/ab& in a
stitutional and thereby the shrewdthis slender number of Democrats
—An advertiser is not only "a thousand 'hotels of the same type,
est and most pernicious malefactors
now in the Senate. Teller of Colo- man of
confident tomorrows and north, south, earn, west.
In the country are set free, Senator
rado, was a Republican in the recon- cheerful
The chicken was a greet-grandyesterdays," but of profitaRayner may be looking after the Inxtruction times. He is the eerie ac- ble totter:.
mother before the (necessarily) sharp
terests of somebody other than the
quisition that came to the party from
ax finally cleft her head from her
Judges.
its free silver policy, and his state is
—Place
your
orders for wedding venera bee shoulders; the omelette
In all serieumess, the amendment
now controlled by the Republicans invitation
s
at
home.
The Sun shows ehould have black -belled one of its
sought and prayed for by the presi- and will
very likely elect a Republi- as great an
If you need Drugs, anything
assortmen
t as you find members; the milk is no more milk
dent in his message to congress can
to succeed him when his time ex- anywhere
In the Toilet Line, a prescription
at priees much lower than than your reading is a lecture; and
would be a long step toward reliev- pires
two years hence.
the potatoes—but one does not have
filled promptly and correctly, or
You pay eltewhere.
ing some of our federal laws of their
And the Democratic party has not
to be a lecturer to go to bad
anything in the Patent or Prohotels,
resemblance to travesties, • and put- only
lost In numbers, but it has
and- the less said of them the better
prietary Medicine Line, teleting it up to some members of eon- reached
probably the lowest standphone S. H. Winstead, the Druggrass to gee playing fast and loose.
dad in the personnel of membership
gist, either phone 756, Seventh
YOU DON'T NiaVIE TO Walt
It is too Much to say that our dis- that history recalls. Senator Bailey
Every dose makes you feel better. Las-Po.
and Broadway. Here are a few
trict judges are dishonest in their of Texas will be the only lawyer
keeps your whole Inside, right. gold on
the
things which he does well:
of
iftest7•back plan everywhere Price bo mtat.
interpretations of the
ME85A14090Y5OUTFITTFR5
law. They ability on the Democratic side after
He trice to merit your trade.
taveimthing to gain by siding with March 4th, and be will be shorn
of
at
The best sugar crop of Europe
In.ln1.111fthett ISSN.
criminals and declaring laws uncon- his former influence by the unforIs
Ile handles only the best
estimated for 1906-07 at 6,413,000
stitutional. Taking them tte a whole, tunate circumstances that have
cloudgoods.
trin•rY tons.
they rank high in their profession ed his record.
and their integrity is unassailable.
He gives prompt attention to
Changes are comparatively slow
What Osteopathy Will Do.
0" Yet, we find that when the malefac- the Senate, but it was only
telephone orders.
ten yea •
There are but few people who have
tors, who prey on commerce and de- ago that there was a Democrati
He delivers goods promptly.
c manot heard of Osteopathy, also of
stroy the Industrial balance of the jority In that body. MP decline
dates
He makes a specialty of his
some of its achievements. But there
country, are brought to bar, a weak from the period when thathistor
ic old
Prescription Department.
are far too many who have accreditpoint is so often found in the laws party made Its amalgamation
with
ed It with being good for only those
under which they are Indicted, that the Poptelets and adopted bailee thar
He employs none but licensed
core:talons from
watch
It has not only excited the comment drove away a large portion of
they have
prescription clerks.
its old
been cured, or which have come unof the press, but has been brought membership. Senatore like
Ben Tillder their observation. Not infrequentHe treats you as he would
to executive attention.
man and Jeff Davis are distinct proly there Is' mutual surprise when one
have you treat him.
There is another probable cause for duces of Populist influence In The
who was cured of rheumatism meets
this defective Legislation far more south.
He extends every ceurtesy to
another who has been cured of astheasy of belief than that the courts
All Democrats will admit that the
each customer.
ma or constipation. This is a homely,
are dishonest. It is well known that decline came mainly of party divisbut very true Illustration.
He appreciates your trade.
expensive and intelligent lobbies are ion. It ewe the introduction of a
Personally, I have cured chronic
kept at Washington by interests like- firebrand issue, as time has proves!,
So don't forget, When yen
CARPS of constipation,
rheumatism,
ly to be affected by legislation, and that mainly did the work.
need anything in the Drug or
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia ane
Are the Democrats going to make
it Is well known that after remedial
Druggist Sundry Line, to teleheadaches for people whom
you
legielation, designed to check these an honest effort to get together in
phone 758 and owe what pronsat
'know well, and the value of the OsInterests lit their practices. Is passed 1908, or will they again nominate a
and satisfactory service you will
teopathic
treatment
but
coming
Is
with a flourish of trumpets. they candidate and proneunre In favor of
get.
generally known in Paducah, as it
keep right on until they are brought'other radical betties likely to still
should be.
.
to bar; and then their attorneys find furtherelivide the party? Will they
I should like to talk with You
a
these week plseee in the law, at- run after the chimera of gayernment
9419D1.41181WAkele..enue
Assiaar.tglealpataiAff-ifrIfit'llflivor-11"-tritate
."1-41WW*00190. Af-rref4ittNYIS:"Nrtfr trilt
10)
and know Ian cite you to acme of
possible, to believe that the expensive heck into that wholesale natty on
your friends who will attest to what
mend
polities,
that brOligt MilfSW.Aft
and Intelligent Iota), insereal the dethe treatment has done for them it.
1111)PRIETOR
fect in the law, which the learned In former years?---fgashvEle 13eurner. I
similar Menses. Oozes to my office,
WINSTEAD'S DRUG STORE.
counsel so readily finds in court.'we
• I
616 Broadway, or phone 1407' any
•
wonid have a reasonable solution of
The man who pities himself always
ROTH PHONIER TM.
4
6itime from 9 to 12 of I to 5 P.
la•
the puzzling unanimity of the district is pitiable.
DR. G. S. /PROAGS.
Broadway sad Seventh Blifeet.
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Follow. the Crowds
THIS WEEK

and they will lead you to
our
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A Heavy Tire for Heavy Riders.
Sold exclusively and guaranteed by

S. E. MITCHELL,

326-328 South I
Third Street.
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We Must Have This Vacant
Lot by Saturday
of our clients has instructed us to
ONEsecure
for him immediately a lot 20
to 24 feet front by 165 feet depth to an
alley.

FRIDAY
loc

It must be located not further west
than Eleventh street on Broadway or not
further west than Ninth street on Kentucky avenue.

Shop Caps

If you have a lot which. answers this
description, and at the right price, we can
close the deal by Saturday.

Friday Only

OSTIA

Only one cap to each
customer.

151.

-

Act quick. Phone 127.

JET•

HOLLINS
Real Estate

Telephone 127.

mosammommor

Trueheart Bldg.
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Vaisses $8.50 Julio
Yids Week for
$3.50

•

In•IAS ONE SLEEPING
END COMES GENTLY

will anive
Sunday morning
a
R
Van Clear"
Springfieldon
'
short visit to Mr. and Mrs James P.
Smith.
Professor C. H. Shrieves, teacher
of science at the High school, is di
with grip and not able to
Social Feature at Lodge Meeting.
be at
At the doer of the Rebecca lodge school.
(Concluded from First Page.)
Dr. Ernest Stevens, of Paris, is remeeting last evening, Mrs. P. J.
ported
better.
He
III
Is
of typhoid feBeckenbaugh surprised the members
been identified
with
the Sunday
with a prize cake. Mr. Win. Morgan ver.
school
of that church and the reliRobert
Mr.
Williams.
the
and Mrs. Lizzie Walker received the
bicycle
lucky slices. All present enjoyed the dealer is slowly improving from an gious and philanthropic work of the
city. Cultured, bright, of more than
event, which was a most enjoyable attack of stomach trouble.
Dr. C. A. Elliott, the former Pa- the usual mentality, she has been a
social occasion.
ducah physician, Is seriously 111 at leader in literary club life. She was
president of the Magazine club, havWoodville of infirmities.
Valentine Social Tonight.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ta- ing held the office for several years,
The Junior Endeavor society, of
being re-elected the past autumn
the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian tum of the Cairo road, a son.
Mrs. Kittle Willis and daughter, over her own resignation and prochurch, wi:1 give a valentine social
In the lecture room at the church Mies Willie Willis, of North Sixth test. She was also, a charter memstreet, are visiting Mrs. Leona Keys ber of the Delphic club, the Matinee
tonight.
Musical club and the lately organizin Murray this week.
Miss iRuby Shelton, of Mayfield, ed Woman's club, and an interested
Entre Noes Club Called In.
The ineetiug of the Entre Nous is the guest of her cousin, Miss Shel- worker in Paducah chapter, United
Daughters of the Confederacy, her
club for this afternoon with Miss ton, of this city..
father
the late Captain Augustus
T.
a
Mylar,
of
'Mayfield,
spent
Ethel Brooke, of
North Seventh
Fowler having been a gallant Constreet, has been called in on account yesterday in Paducah.
H. E. Martin, of Mayfield, was in federate soldier.
of the illness of Mrs. Sertie F. CampRarely has one so young in years
the city Wednesday.
a•4•4•-•14•4•A•A•a•,1•4•4•1
bell.
Miss Nellie Seay and Miss Mary touched so many points of interest
Smith, of Mayfield, are visiting in and life in one town, as has been evConcert for Friday Evening Postidenced by the universal sympathy
Paducah.
poned.
3
t•
Manager A. L. Joynes, of the Cum- and interest manifested throughout
The concert which was to be given
berland Telephone company, is ill of her illness. Her friends have seemed
"ri-e4 tomorroyi evening
at the First Chrisalmost countless, and the inquiries
-For Di. Peralley ring 416.
Appeals Case.
tian church under the auspices of the
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
Attorney W. V. Eaton has return- have come from every walk of life.
4001
/
2
Theodore Peters yesterday took an Ladies' Furnishing
society, has been
Broadway, Phone 196.
ed from a business trip to Nashville. The early school friend, going a difappeal to circuit court from police postponed owing to the
critical illferent way now, and meeting her
-Drink Belvedere the master court In a fine of $50 and costs for
ness of 'Sirs. Bertie F. Campbell.
but rarely, the poor person helped,
TO PRESFARVE THE ALAMO.
brew.
selling lisuor without a license.
the shop people, eknowing her only
-Upright pianos from $150 to
Education Department to Meet With Petition
casually,
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
the merest acquaintance in
to
Make
Park
Around
HisDeeds Filed.
Mrs. Terrell.
fact, have touched elbows with the
toric Building.
used pianos we make these offers. W.
J. Ii. Hough to A. W. Rickman,
The department of &duration of the
closest friends, in eager inquiry and
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
property near Maxon Mills, $2,000.
Woman's club will meet tomorrow
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 14.-Rep- deep sorrow, bearing testimony to
-Wedding invitations, announceMamie K. Wheeler to Mrs. S. A
morning at 9:38) o'clock with Mrs. reeentative
citizens met today and what was, perhaps, her greatest
ments an. every character of en- Williams, property on Guthrie alveR. 0. Terrell, 516 Kentucky avenue. formulated a petition
graved work is given careful, per- nue. $1 and other considerations.
to the legisla- charm, the ever-ready willingness to
Members are requested to note the ture seeking
permission to destroy turn from her own interests, and
Donal attention at The E.
change of place and time, and to be the outlying
-The Ladies Mite society of the
walls of the Alamo, the tz)leasures at another's call, however
Commissioner's Sale.
present as it is most important.
mission stormed by Santa Anna and trivial it may have seemed, She was
First Beakist church. will meet Friday
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
his Mexicans during the war of inde- always graciaas to respond when
afternoon at 3 o'cloek with Mrs. Oaci reported the sale of the RigglesberMrs.. Thomas Liggett, of Metropo- pendence, and
Turner at the Buckner fiats, Fourth ger property to R. T. Lightfoot
construct a park to sought for help as welt as to enterfor lis, Ill., and Mrs. Alice Ryder,
of surround the chapel, which is com- tain, and her sympathy and
and Madison streets.
cordiali$37,000, but no bond was given. The
Memphis, Tenn., arrived today and monly recognized
-Sexton, the sign
as the "Cradle of ty won her friends everywhere.
writer, all sale was not ratified, and the comWANTED-For U. S. Army: Ableare the guests of Mrs. Wiliam Eadee, Texas Liberty."
Her acquaintance throughout the
The walls adjoin
kinds of sign and advertising writing, missioner was ordered to se:1 again
bodied unmarried men between ages
on Jefferson street. Mrs. Ryder is the Alamo
(chapel), and were pur- south was a wide one, having visited
fine painting of every charactee, in- the second Monday in March.
of 18 and 35; citizens of United
en route home from a visit to tier chased from their
private owners sev- in many of its cities as well as atside work and carriage painting and
parents, Judge and Mrs. Liggett, in eral
States, of good character and temyears ago by Mrs. Clara Driscoll tending various Confederate and
repairing. Phone 401
Circuit Court.
Metropolis.
perate habits, who can speak, read
,Sevier.
At
the
club
eession
last
federation
-Today seotion men began spread
of
the
meetings.
legJ. T. Reddick against S. C.
and write English. For information
Mrs. Gus G. Singleton, of North islature the state
reimbursed Mrs.
tag cinders on station leads between Vaughan et al, judgment
for $1,200 Sixth, will leave today for a
apply to recruiting officer, New Richseveral Sevier. She then placed the entire
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
Paducah and Cairn on the Illinois for a life insurance police with preCOAL LAND BILL FRAMED.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
weeks' visit in Clarksville, Tenn.
property
in
the
custody
Central. A carload a day is deposit- miums and interest. Dr. Reddick carof the DaughFOR RENT-Warehouse or shop,
Mrs. George Ripley, fr., and Miss ters of the Republic
for maintenance. Falls Far Short of Recommendations Second and Tennessee. Phone 22-2.
ed on the extension. Rains damaged ried the policy for the defendant.
Katherine Donegan
ELECTRICAL DISTURBANCES
have gone to The walls have been made into a
the leada.
of President.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
George Drewry against Henry Paris,
Tenn., to Viso the latter's building and are occupied by
a
whole437
F.
Levin.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen Dunlap, judgment for sa:e.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 14.- A
brother, Mr. Patrick Donegan.
Will Be Caused By Huge Sun Spot
sale grocery concern. They present
at Brussons, 529 Broadway.
C. A. Iebell against F. G. Rudolph,
compromise coal land bill was finally
CLO1 HES cleaned and repaired.
Colonel Gus G. Singleton, the capiDiscovered.
most unattractive appearance, and
-Globe Wernicxe tiling oases and administrator, judgment for sale.
agreed upon by the house committee Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
talist and politician, has gone to Hot It is thought that the petition
will
be
all supplies for them, also the beet
on public lands today and recommend
County Court.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
Springs, Ark.
to rest up several granted, although there sill be much
,Pittstpurgd rats 1t4 -Prof. John
The state liquor license of Eberle
ed for a favorable report. It ftels phone 1025,
line of carbons. A full line of bLank
weeks and get in good condition for sentimental objection,
old phone 975.
A. Bashe, of the Allegheny observabooks ad all kinds at office supplies. Hardin &•cernpanye 120 South Sec- this
far ehort of the program outlined for
temmer's politica! campaign.
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Ap- tory announced a discovery of one of
the withdrawal of all coal la-nd from
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old ond street, was this morning transMrs. John Hall, of Grahamville, Is
the greatest sun spots ever called to
ply 5419 Washington.
SHREWD
MOVE.
tensed to WHIlam Stewart.
entry anti the leasing of such land,
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
visiting her brother, Mr. James Lane,
attention of astronomy. He says
the
THREE unfurnished
rooms for
instead of selling it.
-J. A. Crane a teatneter. was arthe clothier.
as a result electrical disturbances
Hopkins Threat Is Made of Little
convenienc
rent.
All
Harrison.
es,
949
In the bill agreed upon the coal
asted this morning on a warrant READY FOR BUSINFSS
Mr. Mike Hoiehan, of Trimble
will be experienced throughout the
Avail
FOR SALE-Kitchen range alland is reserved under all land enIN NEW QUARTF2114. street,
hvorn oat by Policeman Albert Ben- country
has gone to Birmingham, Ala.,
about tomorrow night. The*
I am now located in my new quartered under laws other than coal land most new. Call 201 Fountain Ave.
ce charging him with permitting deto live.
disturbance
declares.
s, he further
Washington
,
Feb. 14.-The mana- haws, with
the exception of homeFOR RENT-One furnished room, may take the form of a display of the
re to fali fro mhis wagon on the ters, No. 428 Piroadvray, opposite the
Mr. Joseph McKee, of De Soto, gers of the rivers and harbors bill,
Palmer House, and prepared to serve
steads, the patents for which are is- 333 S. Third street.
ae.ets.
Mo., returned home yesterday after which carries an approprietion of
aurora-borealis or telegraph anti telsued without commutation. To enknow your calling cards my friends and the public when in visiting
ROOM and board, 408 Washington. ephone communication may be seriMrs. India
Johnson, Mrs. $83:0Sejeett, have by a shrewd tactineed
of
anything
in the millinery line.
courage the development of coal land OM phone 2500.
correct when they come from The
ously affected. The present spot is
James M. Lang and Miss Flora Mc- cal move placed that important measin the Rocky mountain states. the
n. Script cards and plate $1.50 a My new quarters are more commodi- Kee, his
be seen through
sisters.
-WANTED-Good
ure where it can defy the threat of
cook, colored, so large it can
ous,
better
Mghted
and ventilated, exbill largely increases the amount of
ndred, he Old EnglIsh $3.
smoked glues, and the scientist adds
Miss Nett Baker, of Evansville, is Senator ,Hopkins to tal kit to death
good w-ages. Old phone 248.
coal land which may be taken ty one
We desire to announce to the tend to the Pront of the store and my visiting
her sister, Mrs. Hugh Crouse unless his lakes to the gulf amendWANTED-Two furnished rooms is one of the most active of solor
corporation.
Hc that the temporary abandon- facilties for waiting on the trade is of
417
Washingto
ments
n
Street.
are
added.
light housekeeping near I. C. spots.
for
'pt, by the Traction company, of superior to the old in every respect.
In his statement of the discovery
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Walton have
If
out of spite and pique the Illiehope. Address C, care Sun.
r owl car service will not effect. Come and see us.
IRON FURNACE.
Prof. Brashear says.; "This is the
returned from visiting in Oklahoma. nois senator attempts to pull down
MRS. A. A. SAL.SIUMY.
FOR RENT-4'esaore farm in city
prices to and from depot. We
largest spot that has been seen for
Mrs. Mollie Powell, of Princeton, the pillars of the temple the naval
limits. Splendid for gardening pmcontinue to serve all who may
May
Be
Bought
Virginians
for
several years, and its approximate
By
is visiting her son. Dr. Otho Powell, and sundry civil appropriation bills
9 0 9 0 9'9 0
• 9 90 9
poses. Address X., care Sun.
999 99
✓ us with (neir patronage, at the
Machinery.
length is 118.00,
0 miles and 30.100
in the Buckner flats.
will be taught in the crash. The
SIONEY TO LESID-43. T. Randle, miles wide, covering an area
Wag day rate. Palmer Transfer
Miss Bessie Green is In Mayfield rivers and harbors bill will be kept
of about
JAP.IN-EASE.
The Iron furnace property at Third real estate and insurance, room No. 3)500,090 square miles.
visiting her mother.
ahead of the naval and sundry civil
American-German National bank.
Belvedere beer is a home proMr. Louis L. Bebout, the insurance appropriation bills to the end, so the and Norton streets is again attract- 3,
.....eeessereeeeeeeee?
d Remember that.
FOR SALE--One bedroom suite,
man went to Louisville this morn- defeat of the first named would en- ing attention and Tuesday was inPow 4.r.
t your meals at Whitehead's
ing to he present today at the meet- tail upon Senator Hopkins responsi- spected by .L. Norton„pf Ironton, 0.. one couch, One Brussell carpet ApIs not the evidence of ease on the
rant, 215 Broadway, these bad SEES A C()LOSIV114 BRIBE
ing of the Republican state central bility for the defeat of the other two. for people in Virginia. Mr. Norton ply 1319 Clay. Old phone 2762.
very front of all the gretkest works
d4 Nice, polite service
guananis an expert, anti was sent here to
IN J. D. ROORISFELLER'S GIFT: connnittee.
Fr KNISHED rooms for rent with in existence? Do they not say plainly
Columbus, 0. Feb. 14.--The Rev
Mies Mabel C. Moss, of Woodville. SIXTY-ONE AND NEVER KISSED make a Pair estimate on the value of or without board. Apply 419 South to us, not "there has been a great efrrie Davis, colored, died this Dr, Washington Gladden, pastor of is visiting
the plant. It is not known what, his Third street.
her cousin, Mrs. Lela
fort here," but "there has been a
mg of cancer, at 1207 North the First (kin grega[Ion el
church and Brookshire. of Jackson street.
Milwaukee Men, Accused hi Court, figures are but he seemed pleased
great power here?" It is not the weaLOST-Str:
of
ng
gold
beads.
ReT% h street, and will be buried who led in the movement to prevent
with the oondlition of the property.
Superintendent J. H. Hallett, of
ripess of mortality, but the strength
Claims a New Record.
turn
to
021
and
Monroe
receive
reto ow In Oak Grove cemetery.
If the furnaces are bought through
churches from accepting gifts of the Columbia Constructio
of divinity which we have to recogn company,
ward.
ty subscribers to the Daily "tainted" money, says that the gift is confined
'Mr. Norton they will be removed to
in Riverside hospital with
nise in all mighty ,things; and this is
Milwaukee Feb. 14- Milwaukee
FOR SALE-One 4-horse power
Su o wish the delivery of their of $32,004,000 presented to
Virgin is.
the gen- malarial fever.
just what we now never reeognize,
holds the record for the unkiesed,acFairbanks
-Morse
&
gasoline
engine.
pa stopped must notify our col- eral educational board by John D.
L. D. Harris, of Detroit, Mich., is
Mrs. Lawrence Ratter steadily im- cording to a statement made under
but think that we are to do great
lee; or make their requests di- Rookefellerfeller has the appearance proves
In correspondence with Attorney J. Apply R. C. Farthing, Lone Oak, Ky.
at Riverside hospital, and oath today by William Bartel. Bartel
things by help of iron bars and perOld
phone
1392.
rec Tne Sun office. No attention of an attempt to influence the courts will
Mocquote
veho has charge of the
be removed to her home, Sixth is 61 years of age and testified that D
spiration. Alas! We shall do nothing
wil paid to each orders when indirectly in the many cases now and
property, and has been quoted a figWANTED-Position
Harrison streets, Sunday.
by a dry that way, but lose some pounds of
he had never ever kissed anyone. He
giv our carriers. Sun Pub. Co. pending against the' Standard Oil
James A. Rose, secretary of state, was a witness In a case e-here a se- ure for the sale of the plant No re- goods salesman of long experience. our own weight.-Ruskin.
-ink Belvedere the
Paduoao company all over the country.
and Mrs Rose, and Col. and Mrs. J. loon had been raided as a disorderly ply. has been received.
Can furnish good references. Call
bees
still Is Dols bt.
685-r.
Patient (who hag met with an achouse. It was intimated that Bartel
--4, members of the Evergreen
cident)-Is It a had fracture, Dochad hugged and kissed a young woFOR
RENT-Four-room
fiat.
gas,
Grolre requested to be,present at
man present. Bartel denied the imelectric light and water, furnished or tor? Doctor (a surgical enthusiast)
a oa1 meeting Friday afternoon at
plication, and, with
unfurnished.
beautiful. Mr,
Apply 108
dramatic
South -Bad? Why, it's
pose
2 0 at the residence of Leone
beautiful. The bone is broken in no
and flashing eyes. said:
Third street.
Hal 6 South Ninth street to ae"I have never kissed a woman In
FOR SALE-New
boat
lex41, fewer than thirteen places.-Tit-Bits.
pein gates for the grand lodge.
my life and no woman ever kissed
built
for
power.
gasoline
Apply
W.
Jennings has moved his
Willie (complainingly)-Oh mumme and never will, !to help me God."
N. Payne, care Barksdale Bros.,
'geld te and Insurance office
my, my head seems to be going
Third and Kentucky avenue,
from ternIty bading across the
around and round like it had wheels.
FOR SALE-Five room house on
SEND your elothes to the Faultst
loer floor of Tr ueheart
Mother-What truck have you been
North Ride, 17 blocks west, built In
buit
Pressing
lees
club,
Broadway.
No. 524 Broadway.
3021
/
2
eating? --Boston Transicript.
1906, two coats white paint, white
--ticket. to Jackson, MemHigh & Browder, proprietors. Bets
walls, 3 bed rooms 15x15, kitchen 10
phones 1507.
phis, ville, Chattanooga, AtlanWaltress--"Did you say the meat
x12, reception hall 91[12, pantry,
ta, ci New City Ticket office, N.,
FOR RENT-Two brick More
was tough IRO" Customer-"Tough!
closets, one porch 0 feet deep by 21
C. au L. Ry., 430 Broadway, ophouses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
Why, I can't stick my fork in the
feet long, one porch 5 feet deep bx
pedt4uer house. D. J. Mullaney,
brick
two-story
business
house, gravy!"-Illustrat
7 feet long, stable and other out
ed Bits.
Citf nger Agent.
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Drewhouses, large shade trees, Improved
lh4ducab packet Joe Fowler
leg oomparN.,
Workmen In one of the streets of
streets', lot 50x132 with alley. Price
broV
loads of tobacco to this
--4
-471ICI. build to suit tenant south- Madrid dog up on old walnut wood
$1,700. H. C. Hollins, Treelleart
eitY sy from Uniontown and
west corner Kentucky avenue and chain contetninir 300 gold doubloon,.
'Was your eourtidep romantic?'
Bldg. Telephone 127.
otter s, the largest shipment on
"Oh, very. Fred wild if I didn't Fourth street. Most promising retail
th4 r this season. The wagons
CUT FL()WERS.
marry him be would do something des- corner in Paducah. George Hugnes.
..Worth Fire.
Choice Carnations, per dos
uw
perate."
from the wharf by
Get
Old
'phone
.
1865.
Fort Worth, Tex., Feb. 14.-The
"And be did?"
Roses, beet grade per doz
er Shelby and taken to
FOR RENT-.A. house .next to
Ft. Worth Iron eget Steel- company's
Roman Hyacinths, white, per dot 504
th
ouses.-Henderoon Gleanplant was destro:-ei' by are last night
A Bad
Benin'. ,Partner - thq Great Southean Tee and Coffee
A choice lot of Similes* in any
anbakting a loss of $400,000. .The "That new Mewograpter spells r1dtit4 omnpsny ott lasened street. fropty to,
color, just beginning to bloom
When Mistit Johnsing jinse Miss Liz
Biederman
unknown
origin.
fire
Distilling'Two
•
was of
company, skeet
itiously." Junior
Partner-- "Doei
H. got to do some welkin'.
Dutch Hyacinths in pots: .1st
-k e.--Sometiody told me yeshundred and fifty men were thrown she? Wall If she does, it's bout the door.
Shit shows horn all de steps day is,
Nerd/Our in bud, nice for blooming
to ii') I'm the prettiest woman
An' sin' no time lo' halkin'.
out of employment.
only word she can epee, as far as nip'
FOR RtNT-Two story five rooTb Indoors.
in
Natasha-I'M afraid, JoJet* so in trade-to %Is de crake
observation goes."-Somerville Jour- reek:Maio, on
Jefferson street on
Free delivery to any pest of the
'Ye' get to stop su'pritin'i
•.e14$4 shall never break you of
Tvessnity.fogr per.i,n4 living
in nal.
street
Istak•
oar
line,
half
up,
block from Fouts city.
an'
keep
yo'ssiti
,
*Wake!
tlt ha of talking to yourself.-Why ain't yo' ADVERTISiN1
County Tipperary, leeind, are centain avenue
Apply W. D. Greer ci
Shek
R('IIMIAUS ARO&
tenarians.
fluball'Ibe for The Sun.
C. E. Jennings.
Both phone* 11?).

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

gudq, IhiIIips

adies
Juits, $15.00
Values, Das Week Yor
$4.90

A PILE OF SILVER
4U

Forks that were $2.50

Now $1

Table Spoons $2 to $3

Now

•

•

$01
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2

V

LOCAL FLEWS

4-

IN THE COURTS

Now 75c

Knives $2.00 to $3.00

Now $1

U Must 13 Quick I

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
WANT ADS.

How to Take the Cake.

•
P

•

This Xew Store .Blazes the Way.-

Spring
Hats
Are
Ready

Following is a rooter of the pro- quot, D. G. Murrell, 13. Michael, Matgre-eive citizens and firms compels- till-Edinger and company, M. Marks,
R. E, L. Moshe'l and company,
log the Commercial t•tib:
Anheuser-litmh
company, John Meyer-Schmidt and ('ark, W. F. Mininaction Dieh and company, W. M. Milliken.
manager
S. Bleecker,
company; B. J. BI:lings, W. L. Abe Marcoffaky, Mergenthaler-110rBower, L. L. Betroat, C. N. Biker, ton Basket company, Chas. Reed,
C. L. Brunson and company, Baker- Palmer House: M. Michael and Bro.,
Eccles anti company. Bonds and Pow- D. J. Mulaney, Th • McKinney Veneer
ell, H. J. Bookhammer, Dr. Frank and Packing company, W. B. McPherBoyd, Bagby and Martin, Geo. Bern- son. F. J. McElwee, W. G. McFadden,
hard, J. T. Bishop, 13. L. Bradley, J. W. McKnight, Max 13. Nahm,
M. D.; J. D. Bacon, Barry and Henne-,Nagel and Meyer, I. Nauheif, Noble
berger, Arthur E. Bailey, J. A. Bauer,!and Ewell, Guy Nance, N., C. & St.
W. L. Brainard, Bradshaw and Bra.3-1 L. Railway, New City Laundry, L. B.
sham, Crice and Ross, R. D. Clements Ogilvie and company, J. H. Oehschcompany, Covngtors. Bros and com- :aeger and company, W. V. Owen,
pany, Louis Clark, Hal S. Corbett, Paducah Printing and Book Bindery
Cochrane Bros Shoe company, Roy company Ed. J. Paxton, Paducah
CO- Saddlery. company, Purcell and Thomp
L._ Culley -& Co., Dick
haniins Manufatturing Co.,A.A. Data son, Powell-Rogers and company,
ley, L. S. Clampitte, Dreyfuss-Welli Paducah Transfer company H. A.
and company, Desberger Bras, Du-IPetter, Paducah Commission cornBois and company, G. R. Davis anal pany J. C. Porter, R. L. Peacher and
Bro. Col. Bud Dale, J. T. Donovandcompany, Paducah Brewry company,
J. M. Drake, I. L. Daviees, Roy 3.1W. F. Paxton, Paducah Banking cornDawson, John Doherty, Dixie Mills pany, Paducah Furniture company,
company, Frank F. Davis, Jas. Esker, J. M. Quinn Rudy-Phillips and cornG. B. Elmore, Supt. Western Union pony, Rhodes-Burford and company,
Telegraph company; East Tennessee J. G. Rebkopf and company, C. H.
Telephone company, Friedman-Keller Rieke and Sons company, Geo. Rock
company, Fow:er-7rumbaugh Shoe company, D. J. T. Reddrick. W.
and
and company, Fowler-We:1f Sheet M. Ross, L. P. Rasor, Star Laundry,
Metal Works, S. Fels Bros and Reit- F. L. Scott, Scott Hardware company,
bel, Foreman Bros Novelty company, E. E. Sutherland Mecticine compile)",
Ferguson and Palmer, Flournoy Bros, B. H. Scott, Jana?s R. Smith and
Frank M. Fisher, Fir4t. National company Smith and Nagel, SherrillBank, Julious Friedman, E. Farley Russell Lumber company, 0. D.
and Son, Flournoy and Reed, Harry Schmidt, Dr. E. G. Stamper, Fred
M. Finley E. P. Gi:son and company, Shiffman, Southern Peanut company,
Geo. H. Goodman and company, Ell E. D. Thurman, Thompson-Wilson
Gsithrie an company, F. N. Gardner and company, R. G. Terrell, Ed. C.
and company, S. B. Gott, W. C. Gray, Terrell, J. A. Toner, Owen Tulley,
0. L.-Gregory, J. C. Gilbert, Will J. C. L. Van Meter, L. Vivrian, B. WellGilbert, Geo. J. Holliday, Hummel le and Son, W. B. Walters, Abram L.
Bros, Hank Bros, J. W. Hughes T. B. Well and company, W. N. Warren,
Harrison, H. G. Harmeling. Ed. D. J. L. Wolff, R. W. Walker, J. E. WilHannan, Hamilton Furniture corn-,liameon and company, Western Digpany, Gip Husbands, Geo. 0. Hart tr.:et Warehouse company, Wallerand Son's company, John E. Hart, ste4n Bros, H. Well and Sons, Ed, W.
Henderson Brewing company, Haw- Whittemore, Wheeler-Hughes and
kins Bros.. L. P. Head, H. C. Hoov- Berry, Wahl and Sons, Geo. Weikel,
er, Home Laundry, Harry C. Ho:iins. West Kentucky Coal company, WoolIlermeherger, Hardy Buggy folk and Bowers, John Ward, Geo.
company, A. Herman, Iverson and Willow Ward and Fitzpatrick, S. H.
Wallace, E. B. Johnson, Ed. Jones Winstead Medicine company. Geo. W.
and Sons company, C. E. Jennings, Walters, Nick Yopp.
W. M. Janes, F. H. Junes and company, Jackson Foundry and Machine
Willie wal1e aad Winnie %teeswint6 winds whined
company, Johnson and Denker Coal ad, wane
company, W. M. Karnes, J. A. Kenet- weirdly, Willie wrigged while Winska, Cant Jas Koger, Frank larchoff. nie wheezed wretchedly. Wisdom
Jr., F. M. Kirby and company, Loeb- whispers winter winds work wheezBloom and company, C. C. Lee, Lee es. Wherefore we write,"Use KenneLev-y, tangFrtaff-OrM •Mannfeeturing dy's Laxative Cough Syrup." Nothing
company, M. Laevison and company, else so good. Sold by Lang Bros.
C. M. Leake and company, A. L. Lass:ter, Louis S. Levy, J. W. Locka
"Jack is getting to be such
,
wood and Tuttle, M. Livingston and bear.
ecrro,w1
company, Dr. C. R. Lightfoot, J. W.
Or
hug!"-Beltdmore
Little, Edward 0. Leigh, J. D. Mocejmneekao.

Register office, 523 Broadway

E. D. Hannan
BOTH PHONES 201.

132 Smith Fourth.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

ABRAM L., WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.
Auctite• fc•r

Biggest and Oldeatt-

Residence Phones 726

Campbell Building, Paducah,Ky.

•

After=Inventory Sale. of

MEN'S PANTS
In order to further reduce our pant stock,
greater reductions are now made. Freshen up
your old suit with a pair of new trousers from
this sale.

$1.00, Bc, 50c

Lot No. 1

Lot No. 2

Lot No. 3

Contains men's and youth's
Pants that sold up to $3blacks included-your pick
and fit in the lot now

Contains men's and youth's
Pants that sold up to $5blacks included-your pick
and fit in the lot now

Contains men's and yoat1ea
Pants that sold up to 18.50
-blacks included-the
finest trousers made now

di

$1.65 $2.45 $3.90

After=
NECKWEAR
Inventory
After=Inventory Sale of
Friday and Saiurday
MEN'S SUITS AND OVERCOATS Sale of
Many lines already exhausted, have been
Children's
filled up from the highest grades, and you can
still find a pleasing pattern and a correct fit at
the greatest showing ever made on good clothing.
Suits

25€

This sale of high grade Neckwear will include nothing but fresh,
desiiable patterns. We make this
unusual reduction to further reduce
stock. You can buy as many ties
as you want in this sale-as long as
they last-but we would advise you
to come early. Notice display in
window.

1

Shirt Reductions

Lot No. 1.

$2.50 Colored Shirts,
_$1.60
now
$2 00 Colored Sitigta,_
now
$1.50 Colored Shirts,

now

$1.35
$1.15

Lot No. 2.

Lot No: 3.
This sale includes all boys' and
children's snits-Sailors, Russian
Blouse and Double breasted styles.
The largest reduction ever offered
in new clothibg.

$12.50 and $15.00 $25, 22.50, $20 $40, $35 and $30
values $18.00
values $8.40
values 13.25

$8.40
76'c Knee Pants now
60C
$1.00 Knee
Pants now

All boys' and children's suits
that sold up to $3.50-500 el GE
suits to pick from, choice 0114a

$13.25 $18.00

Lot No. 2.

$1 25 Knee
Pants now

L. umrs•Co.'
GUM:
TIO4 74 11140K

All boys' and children's suits
that sold up to '6.00-500
a
suits to pick from, choice....

Lot No. 3.

98C

$1.50 Knee
Pants now

All boys' and children's suits
that sold up to 10-500 cg oc
suits to pick from, choice.,.,.0Jiaii

1. . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. 04,_.4. . . . . ,. . ,. . .. ,.. . . .t•_ _• . . . ‘r. . . .t. . . . 40,. . . . v. . . . •_.4,. . . .„. . . .„. . . . .•. . . . ._,„,. . .
75C

VOLIVA HAS AWAKENED,
Ferher conferences are expected.
in which the kreadaut and his advlaOrs will c(tnsult. with others a(111,4 And His Dream of a New Zion in the
Northwest Vanishes.
ted with Oliver and his contract.'
Among thew are P. J. Rent:tan, of
C., and P. T. Walsh,
Seattle, Wash, Feb. 13.--Overseer
.titE PRESIDENT AND ADVISERS Washington, 1),
Iowa.
1)averupont,
of
Voilva'r, dream of establishing a new
CONTRACT.
ABOUT
During today's session General 'Mac Zion City In the Northwest has been
Kenzie, chief of engineers. RAN eallecti abandoned with the announcement
upon by the preeldent tor some infor- yesterday that he has given up a
Canal company incorporators Being mation respecting the
profatonal trip here and along the Pacific coast
investigated es to Their
abigity of mome of the contractors.
planned for the next month. The Rev.
Experience,
August Ernst elder of the local Zi.
Use a Fire KODOL after your orate organization, says the plans
meals anit it will be found to afford have been changed because of the re14 =Another a prompt and efficient relief. KODOL wilt in Portland, Seattle. Tacoma and
Washington, Feb
digestive Vancouver against the rule of Votconference on the queet. Ion of the nearly approximates the
eat.
It is ive.
you
what
digests
Juices.
It
construcfor
award of the contract
"We believed in the teachings et
plan.
relief
guaranteed
sold
on
a
tion of the Panamg -canal was held at
Dr. Dowle but we do not believe in
the white house. J. R. MeDoneld Sold here by Lang Bros.
the one-man rule which he Institutand Joihn Pierce, both of New York.
ed andli..smhieh Voliva is following,"
Oliver,
Platting Sewer Difdriet, No. 2.
who are associated with
-Said Dr. Ernst.
of Knoxville, Tenn., in his hid nor the
Abstracter E. H. Puryear
ha.3
work were present and were consult- started platting sewer district. No.
Piles of people have Piles. •3V1174
ed by President! Rooseveltand Ihis ad- 2. and securing a description of evvisors regarding their experience ip ery pleee of property with its exact suffer from piles when you can usei
before the es1J- DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
thentill$ large conUratts. No coW- Location aecesaasy
.ltIothIng else no
/1n was ainnteptinced. Secretaries Root mates can be properly made out'by Salve and • get
Rood. Beware of iniltatione. See that
4,4 Taft and Chirtnen Shouts and City Engineer L. A. Washington.
the name is stamped on each box.
Counnel 'Rogers of the cOMMIslient
Sold by long Bros.
also were present, '
ellateelihe for The RIM.

CAREFUL

W. J.

1

•

'k

4

Lot No. 1.

Men's $15.00 and $12 50 Men's 125.00 and $20.00 Men's 140.00, $35.00 and
Suits, Overcoats and Rain- Snits, Overcoats and Rain- $30.00 Snits, Overcoats and
coats, blacks and blues in- coats, blacks and blues in- Raincoats, blacks and blues
included
cluded
cluded

No old stock, but shirts that you
can wear for spring and summer.

Modern Plumbing
You cannot say your home is
modern and comfortable if your
baihrocas fixtures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your home healthy and comfortable.
littadamrplumbing fixtures are the moat durable
and sangary fixtures made. We handle this line
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
We combine skilled, experienced labor with reasnable prices and prompt service,

Begins Tomorrow-Final Close Out of All Stocks Regardless
of Their Cost or Value.

••
••

World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers delivered each day. No extra charge for delivery.

JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator

AFTER -INVENTORY SALE

Spring
Hats
Are
Ready

EVER before has good clothing and furnishings been offered at such a sacrifice. Never
till the new store started its fixed policy of CLOSING OUT each season. Our inventory, just over, shows certain lines that should be further reduced, for this reason. We now
start an After-Inventory sale, asking you to bear in mind that this is NOT a sale of old stocks;
NOT a sale of odds and ends, NOT a sale of SELECTED LOTS, but on the other hand,
you have unlimited choice of our clean, fresh stock, blacks, blues and raincoats included in the
clothing sale, and all assortments in furnishings.

Keep Posted!
The Cm/der-Journal
Louisville Times
The (7ommercial- A ppea I
St- Louis Republic
The Record-Herald
Chicago Examiner
The (i lone-Democrat
Chicago Tribune
The Post-Dispatch
Nashville American
The News-Scimitar
Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle
Chicago Daily News

rs-stittTY

1reeasparssaa.arimiastrmisawelarsies.arssme..wfts..se-sseis..sis-swass.sressas...srowla..arastsso.reasseia.a.-sess....aveeia..ar-wars-ar•seas.ersea

Citizens and Business Firms
At e for Greater Paducah

Office Phones 369.

TiIritSD ti,

'THE PA4CA.11 EVENING SUN.

PAGE NM.

$1. 1 2

•
•

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all hinds of baulin

TELEPHOINF 499

•

Foreman Bros.,Novelty
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIE
House wiring, electric plants installed.
.
Complete machine shop.
132.134 N.Fourth St.

Phones 7/4

.1114DAY, FEBRUART 14.

LARK'S

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
•

•

THE

KIDNEY
GLOBES

Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.

Author of "The Circle."
Copyright, 1904.

by

Harper

Co

Etc.
Arothers

SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one bex
will cure any ordinary case of Kidney or bladder trouble. Remove.
Gravel, eures Diabetes,
Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in
both
men and women. Sold at 60 cents
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countries shall be not only clever and 'NW
well-educated but thoroughly ac- f
W. Is Porten,
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
Men to Be Specially Trained for For. qualuted with the technical details
Ptesident.
Cashier.
Aaaistant Cashier.'
eign Service.
of the business of diplomacy. They
should have a working knowledge
That the movement for reform in of the usages of the Department of
our diplomatic service, which the State, its chosen documentary forms,
Administration is pushing so hard, and the style of its correspondence,
Young Women of Gordonsville
incorporated
should encounter a good deal of op- which is today exactly what it was
position in Congress, and especially a century
age.
Incidentally, of
Objects of Atts 403
in the House of Representatives, is course, they shoula know how to
Capital
• "...••
$100,000
inevitable, says Rene Bache, in the write treaties.
Surplus
.
50.000
February Lippincott's, inasmuch as
Stockholders liability ....
.
100,000
Bloodhounds Have Failed to Trail
A tariff treaty, for instance
reit is proposed to take away from the
Scoundrels
Who
lintered
quires in its production a good deal
politicians all the patronage of apTotal security to depositors
$250,000
Homes.
of expert information, and the young
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
pointments to salaried places abroad,
secretary ought to be able to give
and to establish a merit system pracsmall as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
substantial and valuable help to his
courteous treatment.
tically guaranteeing
life-tenure in
chief in the preparation of such paoffice to the faithful and efficient.
BIG REWARDS ARE OFFERED.
per.
There is nothing that a legislator in
Usually it happens that a newly
Washington balks at so obstinately
as the creation of a government po- appointed envoy arrives on the
Washington, Feb. It —The whole
Grandpa: "So you think dreams corn• true, do your'
sition to be held for life; for -he scene of 'his labors entirely unacOPEN SATURDAY MG HTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOCK.
etate of Virginia is in a ferment of
Grace: "Oh, yes. Why, the other night I dreamt I'd been to the coo—end knows that his
constituents look up- quainted with the duties that are beIntense and dangerous, excitement 1 hull"
on anything of the kind as a robbery fore him. The chances are that he
over the recent series of mysterious
cannot even speak the language of
perpetrated at their expense.
attacks upon two young students of
Longfellow's Golden Days.
Tennyson made Mallory, his very
The Administration's plan of re- the country, and that the rules of
a female seminar) and other unmarBut Longfellow did not die in 1844 own. When he died his verse had form, it is understood, contemplates diplomatic etiquette are a mystery
ried women at Gordonsville, a small There
was still to come the deeper, been translated into every modern the creation of .
a .corps of perhaps to him. How necessary, then, is it
town populated with wealthy and regadder yet greater experience of life language of Europe; in every land twenty-five young men, who will be that the subordinates be finds in
tliwd people and lying between Washwhich at a time when the side-issue could' be found lovers of his who had attached to the Diplomatic Bureau, eharge shall be able to instruct him
ington and Richmond.
of slavery caused men like Whittier taken hie tboughts to - be their owi. in the Department of State while un- In such maeters, and, If requisite, to
The ruffians gained entrance in the
Only a short
to advocate secession, led Longfellow for life. But amid the more !Went dergoing instruction and training act as interpreters!
small hours of morning to the homes
to write the great apostrophe to the echo of his popularity the rarer quali- for secretareships—that is to say, time ago, at our embassy in Berlin,
of the young women in the absence
Union, which even yet remains the ty of Longfellow has not often been for entering the lowest grade of the an amusing illustration in point was
of male relatives or guard-stow, and in
best expression of the thought of pointed out.
service.
At the end of two years afforded. Field Marshal von Welderthe case of two girl students, chlorothose who have not yet despaired of
We have tried to indicate where they will be sent abroad, and their see having arrived, for dinner, with
formed their victims. They then left
At
the Republic. There were still the that quality is to be found.
To places takea by fresh appointees. several young German officers.
the house in a way demonstrating
years when Dante led him—as the those who love him, to those who After four years' work in the lega- the last moment when dinner had
that they were entirely familiar with
Tuscan's own master. Virgil, 'aid led can remember a childils,eod's sorrow tions they will come back to spend been announced, one of the officers
its interior and vanished. There was
him before—into the citta doleiste, that faded because cir "Hiawatha" a year or two in the department. wlitspered to4-6urs military attache:
no robbery committed.
and when fired by contemplation of and "Evangeline," there Is no need Then they will have another tour of "For heaven's sake, request our host
Bloodhounds were placed on the
what he saw there Longfellow wrote of argument; but for those who de- foreign duty followed 'by a term at to ask the old boy to take off his
trail but an Intervening snow
deOtherwise all of us must
the great sonnets that shall keep mand more than this there are the home, and so on, the idea being that sword!
stroyed the scent. Then Gordonsviee
his high place secure. There were more perfect lyrics, few and yet many they shall give to the department the retain ours." The attache of course,
debated whether the men sought lived
still the gorions years when from which, with their flawless form and benefit of the fresh knowledge they at once gave the hint, the mighty
in the town and decided that they
tar and wide he gathered the great their highest originality, give him gather in foreign capitals, while keep warrior relinquished his sword, and
probable do.
A reward of $1,1100
thoughts of all nations, transmut- te primacy among American poets.— Ing in touch with it. and preserving thus the entertainment was relieved
for thek identification was then ofotherwise unavoidable stiffness.
ing them Into
A. H. Quinn
in the Book News Its thoroughly American
point of of an
fered.
"Love, laughter and the exultant Monthly for February.
view.
The first attack was committed at
joy of song,"
It is very, important to our naStella--Do you ad'vocate changes
the home of the tRev. F. A. Meade,
And
them
making
The present population of Rio de tional interests that the men who in spelling?—Bella—Ornie Mime to
truly
as
who boards several students of the
as Chaucer
Boccaccio or Janeiro is 80SleS00.
made
represent our government in foreign Mrs.
female Institute. The minister was
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Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.
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American -German National Bank
227 Broadway

out of town on a ‘sacation and the
house was occupied exclusively
by
young women.
The morning after the attack tee
two girls, wittrout consulting the
local police, hurriedly sent for their
parents in a nearby VirginSa village.
The young women were taken home
and it was not until -a week after that
the police were notified.
In the meantime, however, catlier
houses had been entered, presumably
by the same persons, Edward Davenport, an employe of the Chesapeake
& Ohio railroad, was out of town,
leaving his two daughters and an in Valid brother in charge of the house.
Shortly
after midnight the in-valid
heard
a smothered scream from a
room occupied by one of the young
women.. He hurried up stairs and
-rushing to her assistance found the
young woman unconscious. He turned
just in time to see men, muffled to
the florehead, running down the beck
stairs. He gave the alarm and In a
moment the entire neighborhood was
aroused. But the assailants had escaped, and there was no further clew
than a penknife and vial containing
chloroform on the floor.
Dog Saves Women.
Following that an attempt was
made to enter the home of State Librarian Scott hear by. Mr. Scott was
in_ Richmond and the house eel occupied by the female members of the
family. A collie dog forced the asea14ants to retreat.
Then the home of W. A. Illaky, a
local storekeeper who sae also absent, was tried. Mrs. Eilaky and two
daughters were within. When they
hear
the
ruffians trying to enter
they shouted and frightened
them
off.
The police of Gordonsville believe
that there are other (ases, but that
the victims through a sense of delicacy are keeping the facts from the
authorities,
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IT is a pleasure to invite your inspection of
our new styles in Hats for spring. You will
see the most advanced thoughts of America's
smartest hat makers, cleverly and ingeniously
represented in our hat shop.
To our already immense variety, we have
added this season John B. Stetson's Self-Conforming, Feather-weight Derby, shown in Paducah for the first time.
These are the standard makes which are
featured in this display:

Shopper—"Do you
break these
sets?"
Dealer—"No, ma'am; your marl
will probably attend to that"—
Cleveland Leader.
Ships were first "copper-bottomed"
In 1837.
P)11‘"1"re`
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used In 1839

Dunlaps
Hawes

WOMEN "KNOW THINGS
ABOUT l'RICES."
The woman who has had the
benefit of wune years of "ad.
resoling" is, as a eMIONUen<1.,
"educated" in Mime directions in
finite as practical A any as her
husband.
Indeed, if the husband knows
his profession, his im•iness, him
trade, as well as the wife knows
her horsiness a* "buyer for the
home," he avid prosper.
The woman shopper understands that her education—as a
"buyer" — is ne‘er nnished.
prices,
/ k•• t•
Condit kno,,
fashions, fabrves—on
goods,
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Saturday,
February 16,
Is
Dunlap Day.

these are changing and altering.
ermtinually. Ti. keep "posted."
,
the housewife watches the miner.
•ndrerilaing With an alert ere
and understanding.

OMENSCONNER OuTo
409-413 BROADWAY.
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Saturday,
Fie—br—dary..16,
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Dunlap Day.

